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THE SEDIMENTARY DEPOSITS OF THE TIKI BASIN 
(SOUTH-EAST PACIFIC) 

PASSAGE FROM. CARBONATE OOZES 
TO " METALLIFEROUS SEDIMENTS " 

Michel HOFFERT ('1, Anne Marie KARPOFF ("1, Andre SCHAAF ('1 and Guy PAUTOT ("1 

WABSTRACT. - A sedimentological. mineralogial and gmchemical sludy was made on surface sediment sampls  asrociated with nodules in the T l i  
Basin (Centrai South Pacifie). The mm of thiis study was to find variations in the sediment composition with repeci to bathymetry and to thus show a 
relationship between nodule formation and sedimentation. 11 is now well known Uiat nodules rich. from an sonomical point of view. arc lacatcd in 
îhii area at a depth more than 4100 meiers. 

The progressive transformation of a carbonate ooze rich in Foraminilm and poor in sirimus biogcnic material inIo a metalifferous sediment 
has k n  shown. The CaCO, dissolution involves Fe and Mn enrichment of the sediment. The content of t h s e  clcments becornes stable and 
independant of the CaCO, dissolution when the sediment in which nodules are present contains l e s  than 70 % CaCO,. 

The carbonate dissolution inducs successive neoformations : Fe-Mn hydroxides precipilauon. Uim. Fe-rich smecüte formation related lo 
the d i i lu t ion  of siliceous organisms. and finally micronodule and zwlite formauon. 

The melalliferous sediments of the present study are similar to those described i? the Bauer dcpresion. Their gmt peographical extend Ica& ui 
to rcconsider the hypothesis of hydrothermal enrichment in Fe and Mn. 

Conditions of metalliferous sediments formation arc pro+ : 

- no terrigenous removai, 
- reduced planktonic aciivity. - strong dissolution of siliceous biogenic malerial unüi wmplete disappeanncc. 
- strong diuoluuon of carbonate biogenic material. 
- liitle volcanic maierial. 

These observations have allowed us to explain why &Iiferous surface sediments have k n  described in Uw South PacifI where ail of thc 
above conditions have k n  met. This must also explain the parlicularities of the nodules in thts a m .  -, 

RÉSUMÉ. --'une etude regionaie des c a d r e s  sédimentologiques. mikralogiques et géochimiqws des sédiments s u p e r f i l s  awciks aux nodules 
polymétalliques a été efimuée dans le banin de Tiki (Pacifique sud-est): les nodules économiquement interessants y sont localises entre 4200 el 
4250 mètres Cette étude precise que la zone bathymelrique propice aux nodules correspond a des particulariies du sédiment el pernact d'envisager 
ainsi des relations entre la genèse des nodules et les phenomènes dimentaires se faisant dans les de& superficiels. 

Le pasage progressif depuis les vases carbonatk a des sédiments de type w metalliRre B est mis en evidence. La dissolution pmgresive d 6  
carbonates induit les phénomenes suivants : prkipitation d'hydroxydes de Fe-Mn, puis formation de smeclita nches en fer a panir de la diwlution 
des organismes siliceux el finalement formation de micronodules et de zéolites. 

{,es sediments « métallifères r du bassin de Tiki présenlent beaucoup d'analogies a v a  ceux &ri6 dans la dépresion de Bauer. La grande 
extension géographique de ce type de sédiments conduit P.reconsidérer l'hypothèse hydrothermale souvent admise el a envisager pour l'origine des 
déments constitutifs de ces dep6ts une source a l'échelle de l'ockn. 

Les condiuons de gènése des sédimenls <<,métallifèm * dans a domaine du Pacifque sud mws sembkd ks suivanta : - zone ou l'apport terrigene est trés réduit; 
- zone ou la produdivite organique est faible; 
- zone de dissolution intense des organismes calcaires. c'est-à-dire sous la lysocline; 
- zone de dissolution intense des organismes siliceux dans le d i m e n t  de surface; 
- zone ou l'influence volcanique est réduite au niveau du sédiment 

Une mime origine peut dtre proposée pour l a  sédiments du bassin de Tiki el de la depresion de Bauer qui répondent tous deux à ces 
conditions. Ces dernières difiérencient également l a  conditions de génère des nodules du Pacilique sud de ceux du Pacifique nord el peuvent aimi 
expliquer leur difierence de compouuon. , 
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lNTRODU(3TION GEOLOGICAL SlTUATION AND SAMPLING 

Several local studies of the sedimentary environment 
of polymetallic nodules have been made in the north 
Pacific (Bezrukov, 1970; Horn et al., 1972, 1973; 
Greenslate et al.. 1973). These works clearly point out 
the fact that there exists a relationship between the 
nature and the age of sediments on the one hand, and 
the proportion as well as the compsition of the nodules 
on the other hand. In the south Pacific, due to some- 
what limited sampling, such studies have not been carried 
out until now. However, the existence of polymetallic 
nodules in the S.E. Pacific as well as their association 
with sediments described as « deep-sea red clays » is a 
well established fact (Menard, 1964 ; Mero, 1965 ; Horn 
et al., 1972; Frazer and Arrhenius, 1972: Cronan, 
1977). Since 1972, oceanographic cmises by C.N.E.X.O. 
have resulted in structural and sedimentological studies 
between Tuamotu archipelago and the Marquesas archi- 
pelago. Bathymetric maps have been published by 
Monti and Pautot (1 974) and a structural interpretation 
proposed by Pautot (1978). Definition of the distribution 
of nodules with respect to their sedimentary environ- 
ment and the influence of deep current has been studied 
(Pautot and Hoffert. 1974; Pautot and Melguen, 1975). 
It appears. in particular. that the area between 4200 and 
4300 meters is the one where the nodules rich, from an 
economical point of view. are located. 

A local study of the sedimentological. mineralogical 
and geochemical composition of sedirnents in a zone 
situated between 4000 and 4500 meters depth has been 
made in order to know if this bathymetric zone favora- 
ble for nodules corresponds to some particularities of 
the sediment and consequently to try to establish a 
relationship between the genais of the nodules and the 
sedimentary phenomenon of the surface deposits. 

Such a study of the surface deposits has been under- 
taken in the Tiki basin, as defmed by Pautot and Mel- 
guen (1975) (Figure 1). It is a vast depression (Figure 2) 
limited to the North by the Marquaas fracture zone, to 
the west and south by the Tuamotu archipelago that 
rises progressively in its eastern part towards the jump 
delimiting the zone of the old crust from the modern 
one (Anderson and Sclater, 1972). 

The sea floor depth in the Tiki basin varies frqm 
4000 to 4500 meters. A hundred samples of surface 
sediments (O to 5 cm depth) gathered by free-fall grabs 
and evenly distributed throughout the area. have helped 
to establish the characteristics of this zone. The wres 
have been taken by Kullenberg type coter. 

VARIATIONS OF THE COMPOSITION 
OF THE SURFACE SEDIMENTS 

The characteristics of the surface sediments of this 
area have been established by Hoffert et al.. 1978 (unpu- 
blished report). Schematically the sediments of the shal- 
lower zones are foraminiferal calcarmus oozes and 
those of the deeper zones are red clays (or pelagic clays). 
Here. we shall present exclusively the components of 
these sedirnents that vas, aaarding to the depth. 

1. - CaCO, CONTENT AND DISSOLUTION OF CALCA- 
REOUS BIOGENIC SEDIMENTS 

The relations between CaCO, content and bathyme- 
iry are presented on figure 4. We can see that the 

FIG. 1 .  - Situation of the studied a m .  
Number correspond to uniu of 1000 m Stars indicate from E Io W. the position of TKS 08. TKS 09 and TKS 10a>~a. Blsck qmts i n d i a  
position of othcr cores W K ~  are composed of metalliferous sedimene ifrom W to E . T2KI. T2K2. T2K3). 



CaCO, rich contents (more than 70 %) are generally 
located at depth shallower than 4 100 m. In contrast, the 
values inferior to 30 % are located at greater depths 
than 4300 m. The zone in between those two levels is 
therefore characterized by very important variations in 
CaCO, content. The laying down of the curve thus 
obtained must also reflect influence of deep-sea currents 
or other local factors which can modify the rate of 
dissolution of the calcareous biogenic sediments (Parker 
and Berger, 197 1 ; Edmond, 197 1 ; Berger et al.. 1976 ; 
Pautot et al., this volume). A rnap of the distribution of 
the CaCO, content of the surface sediments of the Tiki 
basin is presented in fuure 3. 

2. - SILICEOUS BlOGENlC SEDIMEhlTS AND THElR 
DISSOLUTION 
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FIG. 2. - Bathymnric map of Tiki Basin. The proportion of siliceous rnicrofossils (Radiolarian 
In order IO gel bener'the physionorny of the Basin. al1 depths within and Diatoms) is sl'nali. It is always l0wer that 10 % (on 

2000 and 4ûû0 rn have been grouped into single unit. the surface of Smear slides) when these organisms are 
most abundant, viz in the north-west high zone of the 
basin. The distribution of radiolarians and diatoms as 
well as their state of prese~ation is shown in figures 5 
and 6. The progressive dissolution of the calcareous 
biogenic material is accompanied by a very important 
dissolution of the siliceous material. Kastner et al. (1977) 
have shown that the alkalinisation of the environment, 
caused by the dissolution of the calcareous organisms, 
results in the dissolution of the siliceous organisms. The 
nearly complete disappearance of siliceous rnicrofauna 
in the southern part of the basin may be equally a 
consequence of its geographic position. In fact, Van 
Andel et al. (1975) as well as Renz (1976) have shown 
that the highest productivity of siliceous organisms in 
the present plankton is situated around SON and decrea- 
ses on the north and south sides. 

FIG. 3. - Repartilion of CaCO, content (4:) into surfax sdirnenu of 
Tiki Basin. Lirniîs are those used by DSDP. 

dm 
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Canurvation der Rodlobin~ " f O a & & a i o l o # m  FIG. 5. - Repartition and conservation of Radiolarians into surface 

FIG. 4. - Varying CaCO, content IO depîh (Tiki Llnsini. 
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FIG. 6. - Repanition of Diatomr into s u r f a  sediments ofTiki Basin. FIG. 7 .  - Repartition of phillipsitc into surface sediments of Tiki 
Basin. 

Thus, three phenomenons : geographic position. dis- 
solution of siliceous biogenic material and dissolution of 
calcareous biogenic material (which leads to a decrease 
of the accumulation rate) contribute to one of the most 
important characteristics of the Tiki basin : the low 
proportion of siliceous organisms, their instability and, 
consequently. the « solubilisation » of silica of biogenous 
origin. We can also note that this characteristic is paral- 
le1 to that of the surface deposits of Bauer deep, a basin 
located roughly at the same latitude as the Tiki basin 
and at an analogous depth (Sayles and Bischoff. 1973; 
Dymond et al., 1973). 

3. - THE CLAY FRACTION AND BROWN AGGREGA- 
TES 

The clay fraction of the Tiki basin sediments is essen- 
tially composed of Fe-rich smectites around 0.5 !un in 
size. Their authigenic character has been confirmed by 
the R.E.E. analysis (Courtois and Hoffert. 1978). These 
clay particles are often found as aggregates whose size 
can reach a few tens of microns, and which increase in 
number in he deepest part of the basin. 

We have observed by T.E.M. the direct authigenesis 
of Fe-smectites on dissolving siliceous organisms. These 
observations confirm the hypothesis of Johnson (1974) 
as well as the works of Heath and Dymond (1977) Lyle 
$t al. (1977). Dyrnond and Eklund (1978). 

This biogenous silica dissolution induces the forma- 
tion of Fe-rich clay and thus points out one of the 
mechanisms that can explain iron'retention in deep sea 
sediments. 

4. - PHILLIPSITE 

The distribution of this zeolite is presented in fi- 
gure 7. Generally. phillipsite is very rare in surface de- 

posit. however we have been able to differenciate bet- 
ween the distribution of two types : twinned phillipsite 
crystals in the deepest part of the Tiki basin, and spheric 
piles of a few dozen microns present in the NW-SE rise 
which .crosses the Basin. The latter phillipsite is similar 
to that associated with weathered volcano-sedimentary 
materials of this area (Hoffert et al.. 1978). Consequen- 
tly, it seems possible to differenciate two phillipsite 
occurences : the isolated crystals. characterizing the dee- 
per zones poor in CaCO,. the spheric piles. independant 
of CaCO, content, perhaps, indicating more signifiant 
voIcanism. 

5. - OXIHYDROXIDES AND Fe-Mn MICRONODULES 

The observation of smear-slides and of the coarse 
fraction ( < 6 3 p )  has permitted us to make the follo- 
wing assertions : 
- the oxihydroxides are already present, but their pro- 

portion is very low in the CaCO, rich sediments. 
This proportion increases with decreasing CaCO, 
Content. 

- micronodules appear only in the deeper zone of the 
basin. Their distribution is nearly the same as that of 
the first type of phillipsite described above. 

6. - THE VOLCANIC ENVIRONMENT 

The importance of volcanism in this area of the 
Pacific is a well known fact (Pautot. 1978). lnside the 
Tiki basin. this volcanic infiuence manifests itself in two 
sedimentary features : - basalt fragments and volcanic glass have been reco- 

vered from the NW-SE line described above. This 
structure must, consequently, correspond to a volca- 



FIG. 8. - Repartilion map of Titanium (total analysis. <k; ) into suriaœ 
sedimenîs of Tiki Basin. 

nic alignment, and confirms the observation of the 
second type of phillipsite. 

- the surface sediments always contain little palago- 
nite. This discret volcanic phase can also be seen 
when comparing the distribution of titanium and iron 
(Figure 8). 

Thus, it may be seen that the relative importance of 
volcanic material increases when the CaCO, content 
decreases. Or, there is a concentration of the volcanic 
material which will modify the chemical composition of 
these sediments. Moreover. the sedimentation rate being 
low, the alteration of the volcanic material is easier. For 
example, the formation of smectites starting from pala- 
gonite will be possible. No sign of hydrothermalism has 
been observed in this region. 

7. - GEOCHEMICAL VARIATIONS 

The major part of the geochemical data are grouped 
in figures 9 and 10 and in table 1. From these we can 
draw the following conclusions : 
- The Fe and Mn contents increase with depth. The 

values calculated on C a 0  free basis are higher than 
the average oceanic sediment content. in the deeper 
part of the basin (Goldberg and Arrhenius, 1958; El 
Wakeel and Riley, 1961 ). These metal concentrations 
reach the values found in sediments termed " metalli- 
ferous " such as those described in the surface depo- 
sits of the Bauer Deep (Sayles and Bischoff. 1973; 
Sayles et al. 1973 ; Mc Murty, 1975). We have agreed 
to consider as metalliferous the carbonate poor sedi- 
ments having Fe contents higher than 10 % and Mn 
contents higher than 3 % (on C a 0  free basis). In 
order to make clearer the comparison between the 
CaCO, (or Cao) content and Fe and Mn contents (on 
a Ca0  free basis) we have drawn curves linking 

FIG. 9. - Reparlition of Fe cuntenîs (% on CaO rrre basis) into 
surface sediments of Tiki Basin. 

FIG. 10. - Reparlition of Mn contents (% on Ca0 Cree basis) into 
surface sediments or Tiki Basin. 

those two factors (Figure I I ). In this manner we can 
see that it is in sediments with very high C a 0  
contents (more than 40 % C a o  or 70 % CaCO,) that 
Fe and Mn increase when C a 0  decreases. It appears 
as if the values of these two elements stabilize or at 
least decrease much more slowly. Finally. the distri- 
bution map of FeIMn ratio (Figure 12) permits us to 
point out a gradua1 variation : the FeIMn ratio is 
higher in carbonate oozes (where it is representative 
of oxihydroxides) than in the metalliferous sediments 
(which are characterized by their high amount of Fe- 
smectites and occurence of micronodules). - The behaviour of trace elements (Ni, Cu, Co) is 
more difficult to define; in figures 13 to 15, we see 
that the contents of these elements increase with 



TABLE 1 

Chernical analj'sis (% of sonre surface and core sedimeitrs of Tiki Basin 

TKS07 TKSO8 TKS08 TKS09 TKS09 TKS10 TKS10  T 2 K I  T 2 K I  T 2 K 2  T 2 K 2  
(0-2 cm) (0-2 cm) (291-292 cm) (0-2 cm) (98-100 cm) (0-2 cm) (43-45 cm) (0-2 cm) ' (60-62 cm) (0-2 cm) (50-52 cm) 

Major eleiim~a f% ) 
SiO, 
AI,O, 
Mg0 
Ca0  
Fe,O, 
Mn,O, 
TiO, 
Na,O 
K,O 

Ignition loss ( 1  OOO°C) 
Total 

Major eb~ierrts (%) ' recalculaied or1 C a 0  = O bmis 
SiO, 33.56 26.77 34.87 40.08 40.99 
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FIG 13 - Repartition map of Cu ( X  x 10') into surf- sedtments of 
Tikt Basin 

FIG. II. - Correlation between Ca0 content (%) and Fe and Mn 
contenu (% on Ca0 free hasts). 

FIG. 12. - Remnition map of FclMn ratio into surface sedimenu of 
Tiki Basin. 

decreasing CaCO, content and that no limit can be 
clearly defineci. 

8. - CONCLUSlONS TO THE -DY OF SURFACE DE- 
POSlTS 

FIG. 14. - Repartilton map of N i  ( X  x 10') into surface sedimenu of 
Tiki Basin. 

3 0 3 - 2  m e 2  d 8  Co 
In an area characterized by a low organic producti- FIG, - Remnition map qfCo,X 10z, into dimcnbor 

vity, a constant but low-grade volcanic influence on the Tiki Baùn. 



sediments, as well as by an almost non existent detrital 
contribution, we have been able to point out-the varia- 
tion in the composition of sediment depending on depth, 
and also to differenciate well defined zones. Here are the 
principal aquired facts : 

a) In CaC0,-rich sediments (more that 70 % - or  
. 40 5% Cao) generally located at depths greater than 

4250 m, the Fe and Mn contents of the non carbonate . 

phases increase when Ca0  content decreases. These 
elements are present as oxihydroxides. The rather rare 
siliceous biogenous material is dissolved and acts as a 
support for the formation of Fe-smectites. Zmlites and 
micronodules are absent. 

b) The sediments whose CaCO, content is between 
70 and 30 % are located in an area with a rather 
variable depth (about 4100 to 4350 m). The Fe and Mn 
contents remain stable when CaCO, content decreases, 
and these elements are present as Fe-smectites, oxihy- 
droxides and micronodules. Fe and Mn tend to disso- 
ciate from one another as is shown by the variation of 
FelMn ratio. 

C) The sediments having a CaCO, content lower than 
30 % characterized by the abundance of smectites. and 
presence of zeolites and micronodules. These are depo- 
sits with intermediate characteristics between those of 
" metailiferous " sediments and those of the zeolitic red 
clays of this Pacific area. 

Thus it appears that : 
- In sediments that are poor in siliceous organisms. 

the progressive decrease of CaCO, content makes the 
calcarmus ooze pass gradually into metalliferous se- 

dirnents with an enrichment of Fe and Mn contents 
higher than residual contents only. 

- It is in the depth interval where CaCO, content is 
still high (70 to 30 % )  but where Fe and Mn 
contents remain stable in the non-calcarmus phase 
of the sediments that nodules seem to occur prefe- 
rentially. 

REMARKS: The data that we have at our disposal 
do not allow us to establish the origin of either Fe and 
Mn in sediments nor that of the trace elements (volca- 
nism. dissolved ions in sea water. or resulting from Jhe 
dissolution of calcareous organisms). Nevertheless. va- 
riation of Fe/Mn ratios as well as the existence of an 
enrichment of Fe and Mn content indicate that the 
transformation of the sediment through progressive dis- 
solution of CaCO, does not end in a purely residual 
deposit. We may propose the following mechanism : the 
progressive dissolution of carbonate leads to a gradua1 
alkalinisation of the solution which favours Fe then Mn 
precipitations (Krauskopf in Garrels and Christ. 1967) 
which continues until a certain level of Fe and Mn 
contents in sediments is reached. The excess of these 
elements may contribute to the formation of nodules 
and polymetallic crusts. The fact that a part of Fe is 
used to form smectite induces a parting of Fe and Mn 
that were initially linked to oxihydroxides. A similar 
mechanism is described by Lyle et al. (1977) to explain 
the genesis of nodules in the Bauer deep. 

The spacial variations brought out in the study of the 
surface deposits (related to bathymetry), can be extended 

TKS10 
ANALYSE TOTALE - 
ANALYSE A Ca010 ------.-. 

FlG. 16. - Cao, Fc?O,. Mn,O, contents(%) into sedimcntary column. 
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to a temporal scale by the studies of cores taken in the 
same area. 

VARIATIONS lNTO THE SEDIMENTARY CO- 
LUMN 

A study of composition of the upper few meters of 
three cores (TKSOI, TKS09 and TKS IO) taken 
respectively at 4090 m. 4453 rn and 4322 m depth 
(Figure 1) in Tiki Basin, permits us to point out the 
following observations : 
- The most superficial deposits of the three cores are 

calcareous ooze. followed by a decrease in CaCO, 
content. The CaCO, content of the most superficial 
deposits decreases even more quickly in the cores 
taken at the deeper sites. The siliceous biogenic 
material always present on the sediment surface are 
dissolved in the first centimeter of the core. 

- The carbonate rich deposits wntain oxihydroxides, 
followed with a decrease in CaCO,. by brownish 
clay aggregates, micronodules and zeolites. 

- The Fe and Mn wntents which Vary in surface 
deposits stabilize progressively in the first meters of 
sediment (Figure 16). whereas the Cu. Ni and Co 
show more continuous variations al1 through the 
sedimentary column. 

One can establish that this information is similar to 
that obtained in the study of surface deposits. We see 
that the same sequence of processes is again exhibited. 
but in this case as a function of time instead as a 
function of bathymetry. The speed of these processes is 
related to the depth of the sediment, in fact, to the 
accumulation rate of calcareous and siliceous biogenic 
sediments falling on the sediment-water interface. 
Nevertheless, it must be noted that the process of 
mobilization of elements in the sedimentary column, 
such as the one described by Michard (1975) is in 
addition to those that we have described. The 
importance of such mechanisms is linked to the position 
of the oxidized zone at the top of the sedimentary 
column and also to the sedimentation rate. 

Deposits similar in mineralogical and chemical 
composition to those described in the Bauer Deep have 
been taken in other areas of the Tiki Basin on the 
western side of the East Pacific Rise (positions are given 
in Figure 1). This indicates the great horizontal 
distribution of metalliferous sediments in the South 
Pacific and leads us to a discussion about their genesis. 

DISCUSSION 

The major points that have been brought out are the 
following : 

I - The sediments studied are characterized by 
three factors : an almost non-existent detritical contribu- 
tion, a biogenous phase with a low proportion of sili- 

ceous biogenic material. and a present but low volcanic 
influence on sediments. 

2 - Calcareous oozes develop towards Fe and Mn 
rich sediments in a similar fashion to those described in 
the Bauer Deep. This evolution occurs in areas where 
calcareous biogenic material is unstable, i.e. at depth 
beneath the lysocline. 

3 - The process of enrichment in Fe and Mn are : 
- Fe-hydroxides precipitation. kvored by the alkalini- 

zation of solutions 
- Fe-smectites authigenesis 
- Fe and Mn micronodules formation. . 

4 - According to the type of surface sediments, it 
seems that a limit of Fe and Mn content in the non- 
calcareous phase of the sediment might be defined and 
that nodules might occur in zones where this limit is 
reached. 

5 - Origin of Fe and Mn is not clearly defined. yet 
the widespread distribution of metalliferous sediments 
shown. leads us to hypothesize a source on an oceanic 
scale. This last point seems al1 the more important 
because. as already stated. the sediments studied are 
similar from al1 points of view to those of the surface of 
Bauer Deep. It appears to us that the hydrothermal 
origin. often proposed for the genesis of Bauer Deep 
deposits (Piper. 1973; Dymond et al. 1973: Mc Murty, 
1975) is not suficient to explain their widespread distri- 
bution. Sayle and Bischoff (1973) observed that the 
Bauer Deep metalliferous sediments are always present 
below 4200 m depth and that they have a different 
composition from hydrothermal deposits on the East 
Pacific Rise described by Bostrom and Peterson (1969). 
and they also conclude that it might be necessary to 
consider other possible origins for the genesis of these 
sediments. Heath and Dymond (1977) consider also the 
importance of other processes than hydrothermalism. 
such as hydrogeneous and biogenous factors in the 
origin of metalliferous deposits. From the study of site 
DSDP 3 19. Dymond et al. ( 1  977) also concluded that 
hydrogeneous influence is presently stronger than 
hydrothermal influence on the surface deposits of this 

6 - The association of sediments of metalliferous 
character with nodules has been established in the Tiki 
Basin. These same observations have been made for the 
Bauer Deep by Lyle et al. (1977). The zones in which 
sediments with metalliferous character can form are 
therefore potential " noduliferous " sites. 
- The conditions for genesis of metalliferous sediments 

appear to be the following : 
Zone in which detritic contribution is very low 
Zone with low organic productivity . 

a Zone of important dissolution of siliceous organisms 
at. the sediment surface. 

a Zone of dissolution of calcareous organisms below 
the lysocline 
Zone where the volcanic influence on the sediment 
is weak. 
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FIG. 17. - Shematic synthesir of'localisation of diNerem types pf dimenB. and in particular memlltferous sedimenb. along a E-W line in South 
PaclCi. 

- A similar origin can be proposed for both the depo- D. Zill have been precious. The work has been carried 
sits of the Tiki Basin and those of the Bauer Deep, out thanks to the financial support of CNEXO and 
both exhibiting the conditions stated above (Fi- within the DGRST no 767 1922 contract. 
gure 17). These latter differenciate the conditions of 
genesis of the south Pacific nodules from the north 
Pacific ones. such as those of the Clarion and Clip- 
perton fracture zones, and the associated siliceous REFERENCES 

oozes. 
- The proposed hypothesis will have to be confronted 

with other observations, such as metalliferous sedi- 
ments from other areas. or with later samplings 
which will be done in this region of the south 
Pacific. 

Presently. however. it may explain one aspect of the 
sedimentological observations made in this area of the 
Pacific ocean and justify the particularities of nodules 
taken in the same area. 
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DISCUSSION 

K. BOSIROM : 1 think them is a probkm of (cmiinology hem. 
You use the term metalliferous for any sediment poor in CaCO, and 
rich in Fe and Mn. However. the CaCO, content 1s mostly dependant 
on the position of the lysocline Uiat is. anywhere close Io the spreading 
where the depth is sulficiently large. you should expecl to find sedi- 
ments resembling the Bauer deep-type. 

M. HOFFERT : Nous prrc'ins. dans noire wmmunicaüon, que 
nous consierons que les « sédiments metaIlifères » de la dépression de 
Bauer ainsi que nas propres échantillons ont une origine commune. 
halmyrolytique. et que leurs caractères minéralogiques ei géochirniques 
sont differents de ceux prelevés sur les dorsales &niques. II se pm 
donc eNcaivement un problème de nomenclature. II nous semble qu'il 
y a. au moins, deux types de Miment5 s rnelalliferes » : 

- œux n a  a partir de processus hydrothermaux et qui sont donc 
localisés a proximitk des domles aéaniqw. des failla transformantes 
ou d'autres zones de volcanisme actif. Dans œ type de sediments. nous 
menons ceux prélevés durant la campagne FAMOUS (HoNeri a al. 
1978) ou enmre ceux preleves pris du Rin des Galapagos (Hekinian et 
ai. 1978. Corlk et al. 1978. HoNeri ei al. en préparauon); - œux n a  Ion de la dissolution des organismes caicaim d 
siliceux el ceci dans une zone ou I'appori continental est réduit. Nous 
incluons dans œ second type. I s  sédimenlc de la depesion de Baua. 



ceux d h i t s  dans le Pacifique Nord (BiihoN et Rosenbaucr. 1977, 
BixhoNet al. ce volume). ainsi que a u x  que nous venons de présnter. 

W. NESIZROFF : Vove expose soulivc un problème de nomen- 
clature des sédiments de mer profonde. Quelle, est la diflérence entre les 
argiles rouges (red clays) et les sédiments métallifères ? Où se place la 
limite et comment définissez-vous les deux typa  de sediments ? 

M. HOFFERT : La quesiion que vous posa est trrs vaste. Nous 
limiterons la réponse au Pacifique Sud-Est. Dans cette region nous 
considérons que le passage depuis les v w  carbonalées aux « sédiments 
métallifères » puis aux a argiles rouges n est continu en fonction de la 
profondeur. La limite entre Ces dillerents types est une question de 
convention. Nous appelons « sédiments métallifères » des sédiments 
pauvres cn CaCO, qui se sont fo rma  a une profondeur à laquelk 
organismes calca~res et siliceux se dissolvent rapidement el qui sont, de 
ce fait. enrichis en Fe. Mn ... Nous appelons v argiles rouges » des 
sidiments fins qui se sont fo rma  sous la profondeur de mmpnsation 
des carbonaies et qui, par voe de consepuence. n'ont p la mimes 
enrifiussements en Cléments comme Fe. Mn ... et une composition 
minéraiogique dinërmtt ( m  pariKuiiir i'abondana de zwliies). 

C. L A W  : You have shown that above your metalliferous sedi- 
men& you have a carbonacmus deposit whch is variable in thickness. 
Have you an idea about the age of the carbonaceous deposit, specislly 
at the contacl with metalliferous sediments ? 

M. HOFFERT : N w s  conslatons que les sédiments que nous appe- 
lons « métallifères » par analogie avec ceux décrits dans la déprenion 
de Bauer se irouvmt dans une zone de d h l u t i o n  rapide des organis 

ma cakaim et siliceux. Aussi la décerminahn de I'âge de ar tédi- 
mens est très diIlicile élan1 donne le mauvais élat de préservation de 
œs organismes . Nous pouvons cependant donner la indications sui- 
vantes d'après l a  déterminations da organismes uliceux faites par A. 
Schaaf et celles da cocmlithes faites par M. Melguen. 

La carotte TKS 08 contient. dam le sédiment de surfacc carbona(t. 
une prédominance d'organismes actuels. La présence de rares diuoas- 
(en est un indicateur de remaniements sédimentaires dus a des courants 
de fond. A 20 cm de profondeur. c'est à dire a la limite entre les vases 
carbonalka claires et la *sédiments métallifères » brun fonce, l'âge 
estimé est Pléistodne supérieur. 

Dans la carotte TKS 09. prélevie a une profondeur plus grande. l a  
vavs carbonalées ce forment qu'une pllicule superficielle dont répais- 
~ c u r  est de I'ordre du centirrètre et sont forméa d'organismes actuels. 
A 7 cm de profondeur. I'igc a i m é  esl Pleûtocéne supérieur. 

La méme observation est faite pour TKS 10 dans laquelle un âge 
Pkistocéne supérieur a pu étre dé(+rmik à 25 cm de profondeur. 

J.L. BISCHOFF: Apparently metaIlifernus sediments are m e r  
pure but are mixed with vanous propomons of red clay. The content 
of Al may be uvful in determining the rdative amount of Rd clay in 
your metalliferous rich samples Do you have Al analysa for your 
sediments ? 

M. HOFFERT : Vous considérez que ks « sédiments méîailiféres n 
sont une phase constitutive d'un sédiment alon que nous l a  considé- 
rons comme un type de sédiment. Dans le Pacifique Sud où l'apport 
terrigène est vraiment t r a  réduit. un des consutuants qui p u t  faire 
changer la teneur en Al des sédiments est la phase volcanique qui peut 
étre importante dans les sédiments dits « argiles rouges W .  Des analyses 
chimiques seront pintes au texte de notre communication. 


